
DESSAY QUEEN OF THE

Natalie Dessay is a French singer and actress who had a highly acclaimed career as an operatic coloratura soprano
before leaving the opera stage on 15 October She received wide acclaim in roles such as Olympia in Les contes
d'Hoffmann, the title role in LakmÃ©, Zerbinetta in Ariadne auf Naxos and the Queen of the.

No need to ask. She was so attracted to New Mexico in general and to Santa Fe in particular that the Santa Fe
Opera quickly rearranged its schedule to feature her in a new production of La sonnambula during the season.
For the foreseeable future, however, there will not be a live reprise in New York. In December , she was asked
to replace Cheryl Studer in one of the three female roles in a production of Hoffmann at the Vienna State
Opera. Damrau is drawn to the uncluttered world of the concert platform, and Carnegie Hall has her lined up
for a New York recital debut in  One on the performances was aired on PBS on 1 November  While chances to
catch Ms. In music old and new, Ms. Damrau, whose instrument intrinsically possesses a more sensual bloom
and a fuller body than Ms. In conclusion, the singing is great, the costumes not so much. Damrau continues
her campaign to develop her lyric potential. Like many another opera singer of imagination and discernment,
Ms. Damrau finds plenty of thrills in her repertory. Her husband, Laurent Naouri , appeared as her lover's
father, Giorgio Germont. No less artful -- and totally of a piece with the visuals -- is the chiseled phrasing:
thrilling, seductive and fiercely dangerous. For coloratura sopranos, life is not very exciting. In December , she
was asked to replace Cheryl Studer in one of the three female roles in a production of Hoffmann at the Vienna
State Opera. It was the first new production of the opera at the Met since Joan Sutherland sang the title role in 
Damrau in these exotica may not come soon, the Met has signed her up for a series of stellar engagements yet
to be officially announced. Dessay was cast in the same role with another conductor. Was this review helpful
to you? On 27 November , she sang Barbara 's Perlimpinpin accompanied by Alexandre Tharaud at the
national tribute to the victims of the November Paris attacks. Few defended the high-Eurotrash production,
which superimposed the Verdi score on a mishmash of "King Kong," "Planet of the Apes" and "Star Wars,"
but the heroine's triumph was uncontested. This production is on the most part very goof. At the Vienna State
Opera, she created the role of the Little Woman in Friedrich Cerha's new "Riese vom Steinfeld" "The Giant of
Steinfeld" , a part conceived in broad, spacious lines pitched at treacherous heights and requiring the soprano
to hum on high F, a novel stunt. The Roman Polanski production was not well received, but it began the road
to stardom for Dessay. She went on surgery to remove a polyp on her vocal cord and began vocal training
subsequently. At the same time, I thought here was something I could do. I was shattered. Is the high
coloratura niche a trap? Although she was soon featured in another production of Hoffmann, it would be over
ten years before her return to the Paris Opera in the same role. In a new production of "Rigoletto" at the
Bavarian State Opera in Munich recently, she sang Gilda, the court jester's seduced and abandoned daughter.
And if something goes wrong, any child can tell. Dessay told The Daily Telegraph of London in  She
withdrew from the stage and underwent surgery to remove a vocal cord nodule in July  In Ms. Subsequently,
she was forced to cancel several other performances, including the French version of Lucia di Lammermoor in
Lyon and a Zerbinetta at the Royal Opera House in London. Damrau has made her name as a high coloratura
soprano. Damrau's blithe, warmly shaded excitement somehow suggested, still finding her bearings. Dessay's
interviewer noted, she keeps trying to change that. Fleming in her younger days as a jazz singer.


